BIODIVERSITY means the variety of plant and animal life
on our planet. They all play an important role, no matter
how small. With the decline in natural wildlife habitats
there are many things we can do in our own outdoor spaces
to create a haven for wildlife and keep in touch with the
natural world. This fact sheet will give you some projects to
try at home, whether you have a garden, balcony or just a
sunny windowsill.
Whether you’re in your garden, walking down the street, through the park or woods, there are many ways to
recognise our most common birds. The RSPB website has lots of advice for identifying them and if you find
you’re actually enjoying a spot of bird watching you could take part in the RSPB Big Garden Birdwatch. It
began in 1979 and the RSPB use all the data submitted from the half a million people who take part each
January to get an insight into our bird populations. For more information and ID charts visit
https://www.rspb.org.uk/get-involved/activities/birdwatch/birds-to-look-out-for/ Take a look opposite at
some of the birds Phil Williams has photographed in his garden and see if you can spot any of them yourself.
You can see more of the wildlife that visits Phil here: http://www.escapearts.org.uk/phils-birds-gallery/
ENCOURAGE BIRDS INTO YOUR OUTDOOR SPACE by providing food, water and nest boxes. Hang feeders
high enough away from predators and, if possible, near a safe perching area. Try feeding sunflower seeds,
peanuts, suet pellets and blocks, fat balls and mealworms. These are all very popular with a wide variety of
birds including Robins, Blackbirds, Tits, Finches and even Woodpeckers. Only feed peanuts that are produced
specifically for birds which are free from aflatoxin (never salted or dry-roasted). Always use a suitable mesh
feeder as chicks may choke if fed whole nuts and never offer food in mesh bags as these may trap birds feet or
tongues leading to serious injury. There are many household scraps suitable for your birds including apple
(pips removed), cooked or uncooked pastry, mild grated cheese, cooked brown or white rice (without salt
added), fat from unsalted cuts of meat, also sultanas, raisins and currants; however as some cats and dogs
react badly, be cautious about feeding dried fruit where it could be accessed by them. Food that is fed on the
ground should be placed in an open area where birds will have clear sight of approaching cats. It’s also a good
idea to change the feeding area every few days. Alternatively you could use a raised bird table. Birds enjoy
crumbled bread and cake (moistened first if very dry) but, as it doesn’t contain the protein and fat birds need,
it acts as an empty filler so only give small quantities. Always keep feeders and feeding areas clean and free
from stale food.
PLANTING SUNFLOWERS especially the varieties with the huge seed heads like ‘Russian Giant’ are a fun
way of providing food for your garden birds as well as nectar-loving bees and other insects.

Great Spotted Woodpecker

Reed Bunting

PROVIDE NESTING SITES for the birds that visit your garden. Many birds return to the same nesting site
every year but as people make improvements to their homes nesting sites in roof spaces, gardens and outbuildings are often lost. If you have space try planting a native hedge or just a few mixed shrubs which will
provide cover and natural nest sites for some birds. There are many nest boxes available in the shops or online
that can be fixed to your house or outbuildings. Make sure to site them out of the reach of
predators.
WATER can be made available in a shallow container, positioned safely away from predators and kept clean.
It’s great fun watching the birds splashing around especially when parent birds bring their young for a dip. A
wildlife pond, however small, will provide water for birds and other visitors such as hedgehogs and a habitat
for a whole host of other creatures including newts and frogs and can act as a stepping stone in areas that
have lost other bodies of water. The wildlife trust shows you how to make a wildlife pond here:
www.wildlifetrusts.org/actions/how-build-pond.

Blue Tit

AMAZING FACTS: Wrens will use open-fronted nest boxes and tit boxes to nest and for winter roosting. Up to
60 have been recorded in one box! In the spring the male makes several dome-shaped nests from leaves, grass
and moss in walls, banks, trees or even old nests. The female then chooses her preferred nest and lines it with
feathers before laying between 5 and 8 eggs. British Gardeners are responsible for an estimated two to three
million garden ponds which added to the approximately 478,000 ponds in the British countryside,
provide significant habitats for our native wildlife.

Young Nuthatch
LISTEN TO THE BIRDS
Now the warmer weather is here we just need to open our windows to hear the birdsong. If you’re awake at dawn or dusk
you’ll hear a whole chorus! The Woodland Trust website has recordings of birdsong to help identify the most common of our
garden birds. https://www.woodlandtrust.org.uk/blog/2019/04/identify-bird-song/
If you’re unable to get online you can still recognise some birds from the sounds they make. Eg. The wren, though one of our
smallest birds, has one of the loudest calls, a loud burst of song including a tell-tale machine-gun rattle towards the end.
Also a loud, rapid ‘tititic’ when alarmed. The great tit has a range of calls that can be difficult for even seasoned birdwatchers to identify but it does make a very clear and repetitive ‘tea-cher, tea-cher, tea-cher’ sound. The blackbird song is
rich and mellow with short pauses between various phrases and can often be the last song heard on long summer evenings.

Protecting Our Bees
As buds open and flowers begin to bloom you will hear the buzz of bees and
other insects. Did you know that we have over 250 species of bee in the UK?
Bumblebees, mason bees, mining bees and many others. The Woodland Trust
has a very informative article on their website to help you recognise our most
common bees. https://www.woodlandtrust.org.uk/blog/2019/05/types-of-beein-the-uk/

Create A Simple Habitat For Bees
Use a clean empty food can and several bamboo canes or dried hollow plant
stems. Cut the canes or stems to the same length as the can and then squeeze
in as many as you can. Tie two lengths of string around the top and bottom of
the can and hang in your favourite tree or corner of your outdoor space. You
could paint the outside of the can with acrylic paint if you wished.

Helping Tired Bees
It’s not uncommon to find bumblebees at an apparent standstill appearing
tired, particularly in winter or in inclement weather. To get them back on
their feet, you can mix a sugar solution by mixing equal parts warm water and
sugar. Place near the bee’s head in a bottle cap or something similar, and it
should stick out its proboscis to drink, energise and warm up.

Leaf-Cutting Bees
Leaf-Cutting Bees have a wingspan of 8-14mm and are dark brown bees
covered in lighter brown or orange hairs. Signs that these solitary bees
are resident are neat notches cut from leaves, often roses. The females use
these to construct cells within their nests in which they then lay
their eggs.

Butterflies & Moths
Butterflies and Moths are important pollinators and, along with caterpillars,
are vital food for birds like robins and blue tits as well as bats. However, their
habitats have faced catastrophic declines and once-common species like the
small tortoiseshell have dropped by up to 80% in the last 30 years in some
areas. Whether your garden is large or small, or simply a flowering window
box, it could throw these declining insects a lifeline, especially in urban areas.
An ideal butterfly garden has a wide variety of plants throughout the year to
support their life cycles – for butterflies and moths emerging from hibernation,
egg-laying females, caterpillars and then adults. Early-flowering species such
as Dandelions, Aubrieta and native Bluebells are good sources of nectar; these
could be followed by buddleia and red Valerian and, finally, Ivy flowers in
the autumn. Many wildflowers and long grass are also excellent larval
food-plants.
LEAVE FALLEN FRUIT UNDER FRUIT TREES. In late summer butterflies,
such as Red Admiral and Painted Lady, will feed on fruit juices in fallen overripe pears, plums and apples.
IF POSSIBLE, AVOID THE USE OF PESTICIDES, especially on or near plants
that are in flower or larval food plants.
AMAZING FACT: It takes around 10,000 caterpillars to rear a brood of blue tits.

You can encourage hedgehogs to take up
permanent residency by providing them with food
and a cosy home. Find instructions on how to
make one at:
https://www.hedgehogstreet.org/wpcontent/uploads/2018/06/Hedgehog-StreetHedgehog-houses-instructions-2018.pdf
Hedgehogs eat a wide
variety of food including
slugs, worms, beetles and
caterpillars. They are also
known to eat fruit and even
frogs and baby birds.
If you want to put out food for a hedgehog you can
replicate their diet by feeding meaty dog or cat
food. They also enjoy mealworms.
Here are some other things you can do to
encourage wildlife into your garden.
GROW THE RIGHT TYPE OF FLOWERS
Try to grow more pollen and nectar rich plants
eg. Foxgloves, daisies, Sedums, Primroses and
herbs like Rosemary. Single, rather than
double blooms are preferable as they have
more pollen that is easier for pollinators to
access. Sprinkling a pack of wildflower seed
into your garden or sowing into a large pot on a
balcony will attract a variety of bees,
butterflies and other pollinating insects. The
Royal Horticultural Society has a very
comprehensive list of suitable plants for
pollinators on its website. www.rhs.org.uk
ALLOW A PATCH OF GRASS TO GROW
LONGER providing shelter for small mammals
like wood mice, voles and shrews and food for a
host of beneficial insects including butterfly
caterpillars.
MAKE A PILE OF LOGS IN A SHADY SPOT to
provide a habitat for beetles and their grubs as
well as cover and hibernation sites for other
wildlife. DON’T BE TOO TIDY. Piles of leaves,
twigs and stones can also provide habitats for
hibernating wildlife such as hedgehogs,
reptiles and amphibians. Try and tuck them
away in hidden corners, at the back of borders
or behind sheds. Simply leaning a piece of wood
against a wall or fence can provide a suitable
shelter.
MAKE YOUR SPACE ACCESSIBLE
Hedgehogs will travel up to a mile a night in
search of food or a mate. If your garden or yard
is completely enclosed try making a hole near
the bottom or underneath one of your
boundaries so they can get in and out.

You may see the first orange tips and brimstone butterflies fluttering around now as the spring sun warms up and they begin to
emerge from hibernation. To help you identify our most common butterflies go to:
www.woodlandtrust.org.uk/blog/2019/07/butterfly-identification/
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Grow at Home

Make your own Seed Sprouter

Regrowing Vegetables

Place about 1-2cm depth of seeds in the
bottom of the jar. Good ones to try are
green lentils, dried peas or dried chick
peas. If you haven’t got any in your
store cupboard they’re easily obtainable
from your local supermarket or online at
https://sproutpeople.org or
https://www.wholesale.molesseeds.co.uk/sprouting_seeds/

There are many ways to grow simple crops at home even if
you only have a windowsill.

Grow garlic sprouts also known
as garlic greens—from a clove
or bulb. Place a budding clove
(or even a whole bulb) in a small cup,
bowl, or jar. Add water until it covers the bottom of the
container and touches the bottom of the cloves. Be careful
not to submerge the cloves in order to avoid rot. Change the
water every other day and place in a sunny area. After a few
days, the clove or bulb will start to produce roots. Sprouts
may grow as long as 10 inches, but snip off the greens once
they’re around 3 inches tall. Just be sure not to remove more
than one-third of each sprout at one time. They’re tasty on
top of baked potatoes, salads, in dips, or as a simple garnish.

Grow an avocado tree
Not every avodado pit will produce
roots, so your best bet is to try two
or three pits at once. Start by
cleaning off the pit, removing
any remains by rinsing it
under cold water and then dry
off. Push four toothpicks into
the pit, evenly spaced apart. Use
the toothpicks to balance the pit over the top of a glass jar,
making sure the pit is pointy side up. Fill the dish or jar with
water, enough that about half of the pit is submerged. Place
the dish/jar in a sunlit area and change the water every day
or so. After approximately three to six weeks, the top of the
pit will begin to split open. Several weeks after that, a stem,
leaves, and roots will begin to grow. A few weeks after this
growth occurs, you should see leaves. Be patient. In
approximately three months, when your tree is around 7 to 8
inches tall, plant it in a 10-inch pot with adequate drainage.
Fill the pot with soil, and press your avocado sapling into it,
root-side down (so the top half of the pit remains
uncovered). Keep the sapling in a sunny area and water it
regularly.
Herbs for FREE! - Pots of supermarket herbs can often be
split into smaller plants and grown on. Water your herb pot
then gently squeeze and pull the plant from the pot.
Separate into several smaller plants each with a
good set of roots. Place each clump
centrally into a new pot of compost
ensuring the plant sits at the the
same level in the soil as it did before.
Firm in and water. Cut back most
of the soft upper foliage to lower
buds. Place the newly divided plants
in a bright, warm spot and they’ll
produce new shoots for all seasons.
You can find more ideas for growing
food from scraps at: https://foodrevolution.org/blog/reducefood-waste-regrow- from-scraps/
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Use a decent sized jar and, if it has a lid, punch a few holes
through it or use a loose weave fabric like muslin over the
top to allow for rinsing.

Cover the seeds with water and leave for 12 hours then rinse
well, leaving seeds damp but not soaking wet. Try not to
rinse with water that is too cold as this can slow down the
sprouting process. Rinse every 12 hours until sprouts are
ready to eat, usually in 2-4 days by which time the sprouts
may well be filling the jar. The sprouts can be eaten whole
(including the original bean/seed) on sandwiches, in stirfries, soups or salads and are packed with vitamins. They
can be stored in a plastic bag or container in the fridge for
up to a week.
HEALTH WARNING
In the main, sprouts are a super healthy food, and make an
excellent addition to most balanced diets. However, please
be aware that, like some other foods (oysters, eggs for
example), sprouts can occasionally carry Ecoli and
Salmonella food poisoning (inside the seeds). The chances of
buying contaminated seed is very low. However small, you
should be aware there is a risk, particularly if you do not
enjoy strong health.

Grow Your Own Chillies
Fill a large plant pot with compost making sure there are
some drainage holes in the bottom. Cut some overripe (red)
chillies in half lengthways revealing the seeds. You can
either place the complete halved chillies, seeds down, onto
the compost or take the seeds out and sprinkle them evenly.
Cover with a fine layer of compost and water thoroughly.
Keep the pot in a warm spot and keep moist. Seeds will
germinate in 6-8 days. When seedlings are 4-5 inches tall
you can transplant them into individual pots. Place in a
warm spot in the garden or on a sunny windowsill, water
regularly and you’ll soon be harvesting your own chillies.
Remember to wash your hands after handling chillies.

We’d love to know how you get on spotting our native
wildlife or growing your own food. Maybe you’re tackling a
project to encourage wildlife into your own outdoor space or
you’ve already seen wildlife in your garden and would like
to share your good fortune! You can email
melbeech@escapearts.org.uk or you can upload your news
and pictures to our Virtual Garden group:
https://www.facebook.com/groups/214928009797835/
Our award-winning volunteer Paul, will be sharing his top
gardening tips with you each week. You can check them out
here. http://www.escapearts.org.uk/pauls-top-tips
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The wood we have used is 2cm
thick, if the wood you use is a
different thickness, you will need to
adjust the measurements to suit.
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nesting spots for ‘hogs - under your
shed, in compost heaps, shrubs, under
leaf piles or under logs or spare building
materials. But, sometimes hedgehogs
need a helping hand. You can buy prebuilt hedgehog houses online or in
stores, or have a go at making your own
- homemade houses tend to be more
popular with our prickly visitors.
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Houses are
best placed in
sheltered locations,
along boundaries, in back
gardens and within 5m of
the house. The presence of
pets or predators doesn’t
appear to put off a local
hedgehog from
moving in.

The tricky DIY Hedgehog House
Hedgehogs seem to love home-made houses
made from untreated wood (ideally durable
UK softwood species like larch, Douglas fir
and red cedar). Don’t nail the roof down (so
that you can clean inside) and avoid using
paint. Tunnels help stop predators or cats
getting into the house and can be made of
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Soil, turf(Optional)
or
leaves to cover
the house
(optional)
Straw/Dry Leaves
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13cmhigh
high

The wood we have used is 2cm
thick, if the wood you use is a
different thickness, you will need to
adjust the measurements to suit.

Batons to raise box slightly off ground
Batons to raise box
slightly off ground

N.B. Do not creosote or treat wood with non-water based preservatives
NB Do not Creosote or treat wood
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